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Who are “YOU” to you?

I

ntrospection is need of the hour.
Who are “you” to you is more important than who are “you” to others!!
Who should be critically analyzing “you”?
Who should respect “you”?
Who should say that you are good?
Who should say that you are progressing in right direction?
Who should teach you?
Others? Definitely no!! It should be “you” who should analyze, respect, say good, and be proud of
yourself. It should be you who should give identity for yourself. Now that I have made huge cry out about
“YOU”, if you are already aware of these facts and supersaturated about “YOU”, then, you can skip the
rest of the editorial and go to the academic publication section.
In that academic line, this issue features two high quality case series; one case series of calcium
hydroxide with maximum of 15 years follow up and other case series with most advanced chair side fiber
reinforced restoration. Also published are two case reports dealing with latest management protocols
namely use of platelet rich fibrin and hollow bulb obturator. The original article published in this issue
analyses the efficacy of self etching primer, which is the current mantra for resin bonding. The narrative
review in this issue highlights the non periodontal manifestation of diabetes mellitus, which will make
good reading for updating clinical diagnostic skills. Two “off-beat” publication namely, technical report
and picture publication are included in this issue. I am sure this should quench the academic thirst in
“YOU”.
Now that we are back to “YOU”, the identity crisis is one of main obstacle in development of you.
According to Erickson's eight stages of psychosocial development, development of identity begins in
adolescent stage and “you” slowly progress, evolve towards adulthood and further on[1]. Identity
[2]
achievement is the resolution to identity crisis, as proposed by James Marcia in Marcian theory . Some
identity is very successful, very happy and blissful, while some are confused, directionless and not so
successful.
So, the bottom line is what makes some of “you” in you to be successful?
If,Ato Z are equated to 1 to 26 as shown,
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So, your attitude matters to “You”.Attitude is defined as positive or negative evaluation of anything
and everything that surrounds “you”. It can either be deliberately formed by you (explicit) or
subconsciously formed by you (implicit). One of the integrated approaches for attitude is the Iterative
reprocessing model as proposed by Cunningham, Zelazo, Packer, & Van Bavel. In this model of
evaluation (attitude), most of the animal evaluations are based on automatic evaluation, whereas human
being evaluations are supplemented by reflective process supported by pre frontal cortex. While both coexist in human brain system, the lower order automatic process is influenced by high order reflective
process [3].
To crystallize, the identity of “you” in you is, groomed and developed by your attitude. So, your
attitude matters a lot to you and to your environment; personally, socially and academically. While great
achievements, bigger changes, done in the great ways are because of positive attitude of legendaries; by
understanding this conceptual article, small positive change in your attitude can easily make “YOU” in
you, to do every small things that occur in your daily walks of life in a great way.
“All small things did in a great way” by “YOU” in you will also make impact on this journal,
because by reading this editorial, you become part of this!!
Comments can be passed from “you in you' to “me in me” at jsdigids@gmail.com
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